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WPM system overall

GRP1 GRP2 GRP3 GRP4 GRP5

th di ft

CAV1 CAV2 CAV3 CAV4 CAV5 CAV6 CAV7 CAV8

names on the reading software

Module A Module A Module B Module B
ch1 GRP1 ch9 CAV1 ch17 GRP6 ch25 CAV9
ch2 GRP2 ch10 CAV2 ch18 GRP7 ch26 CAV10ch2 GRP2 ch10 CAV2 ch18 GRP7 ch26 CAV10
ch3 GRP3 ch11 CAV3 ch19 GRP8 ch27 CAV11
ch4 GRP4 ch12 CAV4 ch20 GRP9 ch28 CAV12
ch5 GRP5 ch13 CAV5 ch21 GRP10 ch29 CAV13
ch6 no connection ch14 CAV6 ch22 no connection ch30 CAV14
ch7 no connection ch15 CAV7 ch23 no connection ch31 CAV15
ch8 no connection ch16 CAV8 ch24 no connection ch32 CAV16



WPM attachment on the holder plate



WPM detector body

Cat’s Eye Holder

Cat’s Eye



WPM mount and coordinate system
WPM

example of TESLA shape cavity

WPM +
Y WPM

V1

X WPM

+V2

V3

V4
look from beam upstream

look from beam upstream



connection between WPM, and both end of wire

outer φ32 1.5t aluminum pipe connection to avoid signal loss.outer φ32 1.5t aluminum pipe connection to avoid signal loss.
（140MHz CW wave transmission）

These are aluminum foil on the Mylar cylinder

500g weight



7μm diameter Tungsten Wire stretch for 10m

ティルトメーター

sag was 1.4mm
（estimation was 1.475mm）

＊36m module 19.1mm sag

wire length (m)



Detector circuit

140MHz-CW Oscillator

module A

the same set is preparedsignal multiplexer
GRPCAVITY

the same set is prepared
for module B

LAN
multiplex control

LOG detector
characteristics

controllerAD8307

140MHz LOG detector
4ch 16bit ADC

Vout= 9.544e-5*exp(1.307*Vdet)



+/- 2mm mapping example

formula：
X = kx * (V2-V4)/(V2+V4)X  kx  (V2 V4)/(V2+V4)
Y = ky * (V1-V3)/(V1+V3)
linear approximation

Kx=Ky=7.262 mm

difference from wire position set value

full width140μm error



Resolution in case 5μm step wire movement

estimated resolution will be less than 5micron



Detected wire movement for GRP-WPM
[X direction]

300K -> 4K:300
δX1 = +0.8mm
δX2 = +0.8mm
δX3 = +1.3mm
δX4 = +0.6mm
δX5 = +0.4mm

green data jump come from electrode-connector connection unstable.



Detected wire movement for GRP-WPM
[Y direction]

300K -> 4K:
δY1 = ???
δY2 = -0.2mmδY2  0.2mm
δY3 = -0.3mm
δY4 = -1.8mm
δY5 = +2.4mm

scattered data come from electrode-connector connection unstable.



GRP t t i tiGRP temperature variation
during cool down



Upgrade of WPMUpgrade of WPM

(1) Electrode – connector connection change( ) ect ode co ecto co ect o c a ge
from solder to spot welding (next month).

(2) signal cable change to more strong one (next month).
(3) SMA feed-through will be checked for the connection 

(next month).
(4) WPM will be calibrated by optical telescope method(4) WPM will be calibrated by optical telescope method 

in April 2008 cool down test.
(5) study to use more narrow-band detection ( ) y

to resolve noisy (scattered) detected position. 
(in future, maybe in S1G)



Proposed 
S1G module
WPM position

only for GRP


